Case Study

Little Lion Café in Perth Children’s Hospital

The Little Lion Café provides a warm sanctuary for sick children and their parents

The desire to provide a sanctuary for sick children and their parents within a busy working
hospital was the design drive behind creating the Little Lion Café. Attention to detail and
superior workmanship was a prerequisite for every fixture and fitting within the café. This
ensured a relatively smooth approval process from all parties involved including state
government and local council. As the client was the PCH Foundation (fundraising arm of
the hospital), the budget was not limitless; value for money needed to be addressed.
The overall café interior is a highly successful and positive result for everyone involved

with the project. Innovative Corian® Solid Surface features provide the wow factor, and the
ability to illuminate the engraved pattern within the Corian® Solid Surface results in a warm
and protective embrace being delivered to everyone who enters the café interior. Not only
does Corian® Solid Surface feature as illuminated trees, bulkheads and POS counter area,
it also provides a solid base to the remaining counter fronts. Combining perfectly with every
design element. The interior outcome is a magical, fully operational café that conveys
timeless style.

Corian® Solid Surface as illuminated trees, bulkheads and POS counter area

Corian® Solid Surface was the only material that would form convex and concave
engraved shapes that when backlit, would maintain the materials structural integrity. It also
achieved maximum performance results that were suited to both hospital and commercial
kitchen environments.

Corian® Solid Surface can be formed into convex and concave engraved shapes

When challenged, Corian® Solid Surface is able to be manipulated into shapes that other
solid surfaces are unable to achieve. This feature, coupled with its dimensional flexibility
allowed the custom designed trees to come alive. Engraved areas are illuminated from
within while the exterior surface maintains its seamless quality.

Corian® Solid Surface makes trees alive and maintains its seamless quality

While the initial concept included more trees, budget meant the quantity needed to be
reduced. Overall, this did not impact on the project as Corian® Solid Surface bulkheads

and counters provide plenty of impact. Manufacture of the engraved Corian® Solid Surface
elements was quite detailed and this time had to be factored into the construction
programme.

The engraved Corian® Solid Surface elements are exquisite

More information about Little Lion Cafe, Perth Children’s Hospital:
Project Name:

Little Lion Café

Location:

Australia

Application Areas: Thermoformed, service counters, Bulkheads, Engraved and backlit
trees
Corian® SS Colors: Glacier White
Design By:

Jenny Bryce, Bellfort Commercial Interior Design and Fitout

Submitted by:

CASF, Partner of Corian® Design

Fabricator:

Wave Surfaces
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About Bellfort
Bellfort are a complete turnkey commercial interior design and construction company.
Being a licensed builder, creative interior designer and a team full of highly skilled
professionals, Bellfort cater to all commercial sectors within the Perth region. While many
of their clients fall within the corporate sector, Bellfort like challenges and willingly
accommodate projects with budget and timing constraints. they believe in thinking
outside of the standard box when creating interiors unique to any business. Their
personalised service for each client encounter ensures the ultimate result is achieved
every time. This is evident with clients that continue to return to Bellfort for interior
design and fitout help.

About Corian® Solid Surface (www.corian.com) - First created as a high-performance
material for kitchen and bathroom worktops, Corian® is now - thanks to its unique
combination of functionality, versatility and beauty - a leading global brand in surfacing
materials for interior design and architecture. Over the years, DuPont has established
Corian® advanced surface as an exceptional design tool for every application one can
imagine. Kitchens, bathrooms, lighting, furnishing, facades, seating, radiators, home
automation, touch control surfaces: today, Corian® can be found almost everywhere in
Commercial, Residential and Public Space applications. Corian® is a product of
DowDuPont Specialty Products.
To know more, and stay in touch with Corian® Design
www.corian.com / Facebook: Corian® Design / Twitter: Coriandesign / Pinterest:
Coriandesign / Youtube: CorianDesign / CASF (partner): www.casf.com.au
About DowDuPont Specialty Products Division - DowDuPont Specialty Products, a
division of DowDuPont (NYSE: DWDP), is a global innovation leader with technologybased materials, ingredients and solutions that help transform industries and everyday
life. Our employees apply diverse science and expertise to help customers advance their
best ideas and deliver essential innovations in key markets including electronics,
transportation, building and construction, health and wellness, food and worker safety.
DowDuPont intends to separate the Specialty Products Division into an independent,
publicly traded company. More information can be found www.dow-dupont.com.
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